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ABSTRACT
In a recent situation, thanks to the pandemic
OTT (Over The Top) becomes one of the
most important entertainment online
streaming. Netflix collects an enormous
amount of knowledge because it's a really
large subscriber base. This paper analyzes
tons of knowledge and models from Netflix
because this platform has consistently
focused on changing business needs by
shifting its business model from on-demand
DVD movie rental and now focusing tons
on the assembly of their original shows. a
number of the foremost important tasks that
analyzed
from
Netflix
data
are
understanding what content is out there on
Netflix. Does Netflix have more specialized
I. INTRODUCTION
Data visualization is essentially a graphical
representation of knowledge and knowledge. The
demand for data scientists is on the increase. Day by
day we are shifting towards a memory world. it's
highly beneficial to be ready to make decisions from
data and use the skill of visualization to inform
stories about what, when, where, and the way data
might lead us to a fruitful outcome. Data
visualization goes to vary the way our analysts work
with data. it's getting to be expected to reply to issues
sooner. And they’ll get to be ready to dig for more
insights
check out data differently, more
imaginatively. Data visualization is the advance
creative data exploration. Our eyes are worn to colors
and patterns. The user can quickly understand blue
from yellow, circle from a square. Data visualization
may be a sort of visual art that not only grabs our
interests but also keeps our eyes on the message. It
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TV Shows than movies in recent years?
Recognize the similarities between the
content and therefore the network between
actors and directors and Understand what
content is out there in several countries. to
know sentiment analysis of content
available on Netflix and the way the
subscribers grow day by day. during this
paper, I even have aimed to research the
info using different parameters and present
some data visualization using some python
libraries like NumPy, Pandas, matplotlib,
seaborn, and Machine learning.
KEYWORDS: Machine learning, Python,
Data Visualization, Sentiment Analysis.

can narrate our entire numerical data to the
stakeholders during a sort of captivating graphs with
the assistance of knowledge visualization.
immediately living in “an age of massive data”
trillions of rows of knowledge are being generated a
day. Data visualization helps us in curating data into
a form that's easily understandable and also helps in
highlighting a selected portion. Plain graphs are too
boring for anyone to note and even fail to stay the
reader engaged. Data Visualization is especially used
for data cleaning, exploratory data analysis, and
proper effective communication with business
stakeholders. There are different stages that are:
In Data Cleaning means the method of deleting
redundant columns, dropping duplicates, Cleaning
individual columns, Removing the NaN values from
the dataset of knowledge then modifying, replacing,
or deleting them as required. Data Cleansing is taken
into account as the essential element of knowledge
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Science. Data Visualization is Using plots to find
relations between the features. Data visualization is
the graphical representation of data and data. By
using visual elements like charts, graphs, and maps,
data visualization tools provide an accessible thanks
to see and understanding trends, outliers, and patterns
in data. Word cloud is the process of graphical
representations of word frequency that give greater
prominence to words that appear more frequently in a
source text. The larger the word within the visual the
more common the word was within the document.
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IV. METHODOLOGY

II. PROJECTED METHOD
Netflix is one of the foremost popular media and
video streaming platforms. They have over 8000
movies or TV shows available on their platform, as
of mid-2021, they need over 200M Subscribers
globally. Netflix collects a huge amount of data
because it has a very large subscriber base. In this
way, it is very difficult to find the answer in records.
so, we are using data visualization to display the data
in the plot, bar, piechart, and Heatmap methods. Data
visualization is an easy way to understand the data.
At the last, understand sentiment analysis of content
available on Netflix and it has millions of subscribers.
The paper shows how many subscribers increasing
day by day. In this paper, I have aimed to analyze the
data using different parameters and present some data
visualization using some python libraries like NumPy,
Pandas, matplotlib, seaborn, and Machine learning.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure-2: Methodology

Methodology: After data set extraction data can be
analyzed and implemented in python and machine
learning models. .Data pre-processing is performed
to reduce the missing values and drop the duplicate
values and remove the null values etc. Data
Visualization is the process of analyzing the rating,
type of movies and TV shows, Relation between the
rating and type. Display the genres of Netflix and
trends of content over the year. WordCloud is
performed to display the graphical representations of
word frequency. It analysis the top actor, director,
and title in Netflix. then.Sentiment Analysis shows
that the overall positive content is always greater than
the neutral and negative content combined.
V. EVALUATION PROCESS

Figure-1: System Architecture
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Netflix may be a popular entertainment service
employed by people around the world. This
Exploratory Data Analysis will survey the Netflix
dataset through visualizations and graphs using
python libraries, matplotlib, and seaborn. The dataset
(netflix_titles.csv) and (Netflix subscribers.csv)
consists of tv shows and movies available on Netflix
as of 2022 and contains information including
General information: id, title, type (TV Show or
Movie), director, cast, and a brief description. Date
fields: Firstly, data Deleting redundant columns after
dropping duplicate values, then Cleaning individual
columns and Removing the NaN values from the
dataset. Secondly, data visualization shows the
distribution of content rating on Netflix and type of
movies and tv shows after analyzing the relation
between type and rating. Recognizing what content is
out there in several countries. Identifying similar
content by matching text-based features. When the
show was released and when it had been added to the
catalog. This provides a unique perspective on the
world’s most lucrative cultural industry, reflected by
Netflix: Movie and TV production.
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VI. RESULT
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television program designed for mature audiences
only.

Distribution of content rating on Netflix:
Wordcloud using Python
Director:

Figure-3: Rating on Netflix
Figure-6: Director

The graph above shows that the majority of content
on Netflix is categorized as “TV-MA”, which means
that most of the content available on Netflix is
intended for viewing by mature and adult audiences.

WordCloud shows the most popular director on
Netflix, with the most titles, is mainly international.

Type of Movie and TV show:
Cast:

Figure-4: Type

Analysis entire Netflix dataset consisting of both
movies and shows. Let’s compare the total number of
movies and shows in this dataset to know which one
is the majority.So there are about 6,000 movies and
almost ,3000++ TV shows, with movies being the
majority.

Figure-7: Cast

WordCloud shows the most popular actors on Netflix
Title:

Relation between Rating and Type:

Figure-8: Title

WordCloud shows the most popular titles are used in
the Netflix.
Top 10 Genres on Netflix:

Figure-5: Relation between rating and type

The largest count of Netflix content is made with a
“TV-14” rating. “TV-14” contains material that
parents or adult guardians may find unsuitable for
children under the age of 14. But the largest count of
TV shows is made with a “TV-MA” rating. “TV-MA”
is a rating assigned by the TV Parental Guidelines to a
JETIR2204235

Figure-7: Genres on Netflix
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From the graph, we know that International Movies
take the first place, followed by action and adventures.
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Sentiment Analysis of Netflix:

Which country has the most number of titles
produced?

Figure-8: Country

From the images above, we can see the top 15
countries contributor to Netflix. The country by the
amount of the produces content is the United States.
Subscribers on Netflix:

Figure-9: Netflix subscribers

Netflix has the large number of subscribers and it
increasing day by day. 70M+ subscribers are in 2018
but Now, Netflix currently has 200+ million
subscribers. Up from only 24.30 million subscribers
in 2011. Netflix generated $24.99 billion in 2020. As
of June 2021, Netflix has generated $14.5 billion in
revenue thus far 2021. Netflix has 5,000+ content
titles in their US library. 64.65% of Netflix
subscribers are based outside of the United States.
Trend Of content over the years on Netflix:

Figure-13: Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment Analysis shows that the overall positive
content is always greater than the neutral and
negative content combined.
VII.

CONCLUSION

We have drawn many interesting inferences from the
dataset Netflix titles; here’s a summary of a few of
them: The most content type on Netflix is movies and
TV shows. The popular streaming platform started
gaining friction after 2014. Since then, the quantity of
content added has been increasing significantly, the
country by the quantity of the produced content is that
us, the foremost popular director on Netflix, with the
most titles, is Rajiv chilaka. International Movies may
be a genre that's mostly in Netflix, the most important
count of Netflix content is formed with a “TV-14”
rating, the foremost popular actor on Netflix TV
Shows based on the number of titles is Takahiro
Sakurai, The most popular actor on Netflix movie,
based on the number of titles, is Anupam Kher, the
most popular title on Netflix, based on the number of
titles, is Love. Netflix mostly focused on dramas and
international movies. Netflix has 200M+ subscribers
in 2021 and finally, Sentiment Analysis shows that
the overall positive content is always greater than the
neutral and negative content combined.
VIII.
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